ANGELS, France's first
industrial nanosatellite,
extends the scope of space IoT
Five times more powerful and 10 times smaller than its predecessors, ANGELS has been
designed to address the current challenges of New Space: miniaturization, scaled-up
performance and very low consumption. This technological wonder is opening up its
services to current users and offering IoT players premium access to this new
connectivity. ANGELS gives a first taste of the opportunities provided by Kinéis, the first
constellation of European nanosatellites dedicated to IoT. Carrying a state-of-the-art
ARGOS instrument, ANGELS is the operationnal proof of the success of the French
nanosatellite sector, supported by CNES and leading manufacturers such as Thales Alenia
Space, HEMERIA and Syrlinks.

Technology offering a five-time performance increase and greater service capability
ANGELS is so sensitive that transmitters on the ground can reach it with a transmission power of just 100
mW, about a fifth of the power needed by current ARGOS transmitters. It also provides access to a new
frequency band, boosting the capabilities of the seven satellites in the current system. These major
innovations will enable users to extend the battery life of their transmitters and reduce their size and weight.
Data from the 20,000 transmitters are currently processed by the whole system, a figure that will increase to
several million by 2030. For biologists, who have been using the ARGOS system with CLS for more than 40
years, this means that their studies can last longer and can include new, smaller species through suitably
miniaturized transmitters.
The addition of ANGELS (ARGOS Neo on a Generic Economical and Light Satellite) to the ARGOS satellite
fleet, a world reference in the collection of transmitter data for the study and protection of the environment,
offers new data collection capabilities. The ARGOS Neo instrument is the first of a new generation: this
technological wonder has passed the challenge of miniaturization by being ten times lighter (2 kg) and three
times more energy-efficient than previous generations. "All the innovations developed on board of the
satellite in orbit has immediate benefits for users. In practical terms, this new instrument allows the
transmitters to become smaller and lighter, which opens up the range of objects inside which they can be fitted.
While the ANGELS model already offers exceptional performance, the 25 similar nanosatellites of the future
constellation will meet even more demanding specifications," explains Alexandre Tisserant, CEO of Kinéis.
For Caroline Laurent, CNES's Director of Orbital Systems, "The opening of new services and the inclusion of
ANGELS in the ARGOS satellite fleet represent a new milestone in the ARGOS system success story. This was
made possible thanks to the unique partnership between CNES, Thales Alenia Space, Syrlinks and HEMERIA.
ANGELS is the symbol of French New Space: innovative working methods in action. Designed, developed,
manufactured and qualified in record time, ANGELS announces the starting point for the marketing of a range
of nanosatellites weighing less than 50 kg. It is carrying ARGOS Neo, itself the precursor of a new generation of
low-cost, highly miniaturized instruments."
Benoit Broudy, Vice President of the Navigation business at Thales Alenia Space in France, says: "We are
proud to have supplied the ARGOS Neo instrument, and of its successful commissioning on ANGELS. It
represents an important milestone in Thales Alenia Space's New Space and innovation approach. The ARGOS
system is the global benchmark in satellite location and data collection. Instrument miniaturization offers new
spaceflight solutions such as nanosatellite constellations and creates new opportunities in satellite navigation
and the Internet of Things. We are happy to share the success of the ANGELS mission, which should spur the
development of a French nanosatellite sector to address the booming New Space market."
Nicolas Multan, CEO of HEMERIA: "I am delighted and proud of the progress made since 2016, a time when
questions were being asked about 'how cube- and nanosats can be turned into industrial products with
promising performance'. I think we can say that ANGELS clearly demonstrates French know-how in the New
Space area, from CNES labs all the way through to the industrial sector, which we are working to unite. This
demonstrator, which is now operational, is good news for the constellation of 25 satellites soon to be launched,
which will make Kinéis a unique player in tomorrow's IoT world.
Christophe Vassal, President of CLS, provider of ARGOS environmental services: "According to WWF's latest
Living Planet Report, populations of vertebrates – fish, birds, mammals, amphibians and reptiles – fell by 68%
between 1970 and 2016. ANGELS and the forthcoming Kinéis constellation are flying strategic technologies for
improving knowledge and protection of biodiversity. ANGELS therefore opens the path to a bright future for
wildlife conservation, but also for the sustainable management of marine resources with the monitoring of
traditional fishing vessels, or the study of our Blue Planet with the establishment of a digital twin of the ocean.
From now on, any sponsor of a project offering connected solutions for the environment can obtain assistance
in developing applications. The Kinéis and CLS teams will provide technical and commercial support to all proplanet players in the creation of novel space applications!"
Guy Richard, President and CEO of Syrlinks: "Syrlinks is proud to have taken part in designing the ARGOS Neo
miniaturized payload with Thales Alenia Space. We contributed our expertise in space radiocommunications,
digital signal processing and software, and our mastery of the New Space system. Syrlinks also provided ARGOS
Neo with an ultra-stable reference clock, essential for locating ARGOS transmitters. Developing payloads is fully
in line with the company's strategy and allows us to diversify our range of satcom products with more advanced
features."
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About the partners
Founded in 2019, Kinéis is a satellite operator and a global connectivity provider. It inherited
the forty years of CNES and CLS expertise with the Argos system to develop reliable
technology that provides easy access to useful satellite data. In order to make life easier for
professionals and individuals and to encourage them to use its product and services, Kinéis
locates and connects objects wherever they are on the planet. For its first year of existence,
Kinéis achieved a turnover of nearly 5 million euros and already employs 40 people.

CNES (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales) is the public establishment responsible for
proposing French space policy to the Government and implementing it in Europe. It designs
and puts satellites in orbit and invents the space systems of tomorrow; it promotes the
emergence of new services that are useful in everyday life. CNES, created in 1961, initiates
major space projects, launchers and satellites and is the natural partner of industry for
pushing innovation. CNES has nearly 2,500 employees, men and women who are passionate
about space, which opens up infinite, innovative fields of application; it intervenes in five
areas: the Ariane launcher, scientific research, observation, telecommunications and
defence. CNES is a major player in technological innovation, economic development and
industrial policy in France. It also establishes scientific partnerships and is involved in
numerous international projects. France, represented by CNES, is the main contributor to
the European Space Agency (ESA).

Drawing on over 40 years of experience and a unique combination of skills, expertise and
cultures, Thales Alenia Space delivers cost-effective solutions for telecommunications,
navigation, Earth observation, environmental management, exploration, science and orbital
infrastructures. Governments and private industry alike count on Thales Alenia Space to
design satellite-based systems that provide anytime, anywhere connections and positioning,
monitor our planet, enhance management of its resources, and explore our Solar System and
beyond. Thales Alenia Space sees space as a new horizon, helping to build a better, more
sustainable life on Earth. A joint venture between Thales (67%) and Leonardo (33%), Thales
Alenia Space also teams up with Telespazio to form the parent companies’ Space Alliance,
which offers a complete range of services. Thales Alenia Space posted consolidated
revenues of approximately 2.15 billion euros in 2019 and has around 7,700 employees in nine
countries.

HEMERIA is a major player in the space industry. HEMERIA designs and manufactures first-class
space products that meet the needs of corporate and scientific customers in commercial,
defence and safety applications. HEMERIA develops high-performance nanosatellites giving nontechnical professionals a fast, competitive and efficient access to space. HEMERIA is also one of
the top three European suppliers of panels, thermal protections and interconnection devices for
bigger satellites.

CLS, a subsidiary of CNES and CNP, is an international company that has been leading the
way in Earth observation and monitoring solutions since 1986. Its vision is to design and
deploy innovative solutions to enable us to understand and protect our planet and manage
its resources in a sustainable way. The company supports the international community in its
effort to understand the past, observe the present and prepare for the future. Its resilient
solutions provide keys to enable strategic stakeholders to adapt and address the climate and
environmental challenges we are facing.
Its systems also make it possible to assess the impact of industrial and economic activities
on the environment. CLS employs 720 people at its headquarters in Toulouse and 24 other
sites around the world. The company operates in five strategic business sectors:
environmental monitoring and climate, sustainable fisheries management, fleet
management, energy, mining and infrastructure, and maritime safety.
The CLS Group achieved a turnover of almost 135 million euros in 2019.
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